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QUESTIONS?
Click on the Q&A button located on the black 
menu bar at the lower or upper portion of your 
screen. Type in any questions you might have.



LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES

Having a better understanding of how to establish energy targets and 
how to identify design strategies that work best for their project climate 
zone. 

Having a roadmap to conceptual and compliance energy modeling and 
will a clearer understanding of what tools to use, when to use them, 
when to lead, and when to coordinate a discussion relating to energy 
goals. 

Having a list of software tools available for architects to work with, be 
able to perform simple energy analytics and understand more complex 
tools that can be used to help refine design decisions.

Having an understanding of how design impacts energy use, CO2 
emissions, operating costs, by providing additional vocabulary for 
communicating with clients, engineers, and building users. 
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Don’t be afraid… 
Pulling Architects into 
Conceptual and Compliance 
Energy Modeling  









Our Commitment to Sustainability



The ZNE Secret Sauce 
(for affordable housing…) 

 …working in Southern California 
(Climate Zones 8, 9, 10, 15) 

 …might work in other Climate Zones  

 …this approach works for affordable housing, and 
we’re building to ZNE in advance of the 2019 Code.

…If it works for us, it can work for anyone.  



Understanding the energy modeling process is important because… 

• One size does not fit all…
• Some solutions cost more than others…

• There’s a lot of trading that can and should be done…

• Reading a Title 24 Report can be a bit like reading tea leaves; you need to 
know what to focus on…

• Performance energy modeling is the key to getting creative…

• Energy modeling should be integrated with the design process, from day one…

• Architects can and should be more engaged.  There’s nothing to be afraid of…

• Energy consultants should welcome participation of more informed architects 
into the process.  There’s nothing to be afraid of…

• Architects need to unlock their inner engineer, but should keep it simple …



Before we start, we need a target…

6 kBtu/SF - 80% Reduction

For Residential, the Zero Tool uses 2006 CBECCs

This is a good target



Understand budget,

Affordable Housing =
1.  Tight Budget
2. First cost is     
     sometimes always most  
     important
3.  Hit T24 Compliance  
     minimums first… 
4.  …and then layer in  
     high performance 

T24?  Where to Start?

5.  No value engineering  
     in the process.  

6.  This is Cost Contained -  
     High Performance.  

Understanding Performance 
Energy Modeling is the Key…

Let’s take a closer look to 
understand this better.

program,
 and the energy code



“across all building 
systems”

- this is all about trading.
- trading…trade what?



Let’s start with walls…

Wall Insulation - An 
Important First 
Consideration 

1.  U = 0.048 for most  
     Climates in So. Cal.

https://www.energycodeace.com/site/custom/public/reference-ace-2019/index.html#!Documents/ja41scopeandpurpose.htm

https://www.energycodeace.com/site/custom/public/reference-ace-2019/index.html#!Documents/ja41scopeandpurpose.htm


What is my starting point 
for wall construction?
1.  2x6 with R21 + R6 

Continuous Rigid.
2.  This is expensive.   
      (rigid insulation +/- 
       $1.50/SF)

4.  How about no rigid? 
     U = 0.069
5.  No rigid insulation  
     (we’ll make up for this  

  with good HVAC)

3.  Complicated/Expensive 
     to stucco over rigid ins.

6. This wall performs  
     30% worse than   

  Code minimum How do we make up for a 30% penalty? 



HVAC Minimums for T24?

Cooling - 14 SEER

SEER = Seasonal Energy 
Efficiency Rating
The higher the number 
the better

Are there other options?



Ducted Minisplits.



1 Ton Ducted Minisplit

Cooling - 20.5 SEER

SEER = Seasonal Energy 
Efficiency Rating
The higher the number the 
better…

14 is minimum…

These units are 46% more 
efficient than the 14 SEER 
Code Minimums.

Is this enough to make up 
for the shortcoming in the 
walls? 

We’ll come back to this 
question in a bit…



HVAC System Sizing - is 
important…
1. Three size choices for 

your systems (Fujitsu)
2.  Carrier + First Co was a  
     long time industry favorite, 
     but choices there start at  
     1.5 tons (18,000Btu)
3. HVAC carries a cost per ton.  

Minisplits cost more, but you can 
precisely match your loads.

4. These systems are +/-20 
SEER (40% higher than 14 
SEER min.) 

Let’s do some conceptual analysis



Conceptual Energy Analysis – 
There are Free Tools Available
(UCLA Energy Design Tools 
Group has a handful of great 
programs

• The indispensable starting point 

1. Climate Consultant

http://www.energy-design-tools.aud.ucla.edu/

• Start with Zip Code

• Temperature Range - Good Info

• Psyhcrometric Chart - Better Info

• Psyhcrometric Chart - Identify 
Best Strategies

• Design Guidelines - Prioritized in 
order of importance

• + Handy link to the 2030 Palette

http://www.energy-design-tools.aud.ucla.edu/


Conceptual Energy Analysis – 
There are Free Tools Available

2.HEED – for Single Family Homes 
and individual apartment unit 
analysis

http://www.energy-design-tools.aud.ucla.edu/

• Start with your project info 

• Then go through screens to 
describe your building

• HEED has been around for two 
previous code cycles…

• Let’s build a 2019 Energy Code 
Compliant scheme.

http://www.energy-design-tools.aud.ucla.edu/


Let’s look at a one 
bedroom apartment…

For me this is a real unit 
type (this project a 93 
unit affordable project 
in Rancho Cucamonga, 
CA)

For an energy analyst 
(or an energy savvy 
architect), this is a shoe 
box…



Let’s look at a one 
bedroom apartment…

Describe Key Info about 
your project.  

Input your Zip Code, or …
Just enter your CA Climate 
Zone…

                          HEED 
does a good job asking 
questions.

New Home…apartment..

Apartment has one story…
576SF…

Unit entered from 
outdoors (unconditioned 
corridor)



Let’s adjust and 
customize the plan…
Each Square represent a 
4’x4’ area.  Click and 
drag to define your 
building, your 
neighbors, garages, 
paving…
You can add other 
elements (paving, 
trees)but these will not 
impact T24, so I’m 
leaving these out…
For this example, this is 
a top floor, one-
bedroom unit, next to 
other units.



Let’s adjust the 
orientation…
Grabbing the dial and 
rotating will allow you 
to adjust the orientation  
of your building…
For this example, we’ll 
leave the front 
orientation set to 
south…



Define the size of your 
windows…

Your on the outside of 
the building looking at 
the front…
Front faces South, Rear 
faces north, if we had 
east facing windows 
they would be defined 
as “right side”…
If we had west facing 
windows they would be 
defined as “left side”…



Drag the windows from 
the curb onto your 
building…
No need to be exact.  
HEED is smart enough 
to count them on your 
building, even if you 
left them on your curb.



Now, time to describe the 
envelope…
We’re going to create a 
scheme that matches 
the prescriptive 
minimum for the 2019 
Residential Energy 
Code…
The Prescriptive 
Minimum for windows 
is U=0.30, SHGC = 0.23.  
Pick the first options, 
U=0.32, SHGC = 0.25 
(we’ll adjust later).  



Insulation…

We’ll zero in on 
insulation on two 
screens…   

This screen defines the 
level of insulation for 
the whole building…  

Select “Current Code”, 
select “no radiant 
barrier (for now)…

…we’ll refine later…  



Walls…

The Prescriptive 
Minimum for walls (for 
Climate Zone 10) is 
U=.048.   Let’s select 
U=0.047.  

…we’ll refine later…  



Roof…

Let’s Select “Flat Roof 
or Low Sloped Default 
Roof”



Floors…
Define the floor 
constructions…
This is an upper floor 
unit, and we use 
lightweight concrete…

No heat loss through 
floor (there’s another 
unit below)… 

If this were a ground 
floor unit, you’d select 
raised floor, or a slab 
on grade.



Infiltration…
How leaky is your 
building?

Quality Insulation 
Installation (QII) is now 
a prescriptive 
requirement…

Select the radio button 
with HERS verified Air 
Sealed QII… 



Ventilation Cooling
There are some great 
options on this screen.
If you’re designing 
single family homes, a 
whole house fan is a 
prescriptive minimum…
Use Strong Air Velocity, 
windows and doors 
manually opened, 
Code Min. Whole 
House Fan 
A whole house fan is 
not required for multi-
family housing, so we’ll 
ignore ventilation 
cooling



Heating and Cooling…
Gas or electric for 
heating?
If you’re using a 
furnace, prescriptive 
minimum is an 80% 
efficient furnace.
Going all electric?  A 
heat pump will need to 
be 14 SEER with an 
HSPF of 8.2
Let’s select “Code 
Minimum Heat Pump” 
13.0 SEER, HSPF = 7.7
We’ll adjust this to 
meet 2019 
requirements 



Overhangs?
We’ll leave this as 
“Default Condition” 
(fixed all year)”

Later, you can explore 
options for closing 
blinds.   

Second radio button 
from the bottom is my 
personal preference… 

But blinds have no 
impact on Title 24, so 
ignore for now.



Scroll through the next 
screens…
You can explore these 
later…
Appliances…
Solar Systems…
We’ll come back to this 
later.  For now leave as …
Solar Ready Area…
No Solar Water Heating.



You can adjust utility 
rates…
Rancho Cucamonga is in 
SCE Territory…
I’m going to leave these 
alone

Economic Analysis will 
help you determine the 
payback period for 
improvements.  

Let’s move past this…
Now it’s time to 
calculate…



Scroll through until you 
arrive at this screen…
This is the Home Energy 
Rating Screen (HERS)
This is a measurement 
of the scheme versus 
the the 2013 Code.

We have two reference 
points…

The 2019 Energy Code…

and ZNE… 

Let’s make some final 
adjustments to our 
scheme 3 - 2019 
Prescriptive…



The Prescriptive 
Minimum for windows 
is U=0.30, SHGC = 0.23.  

Let’s make a slight 
adjustment

Glass Type (Windows)  



Advanced Screens…

We’ve been using the 
“Basic” Screens.  Now 
let’s get under the 
hood and refine 
assumptions…

Let’s start with the 
Windows….

Notice that size and 
performance info are 
prepopulated…

Adjust Windows to 
U=0.3, SHGC=0.23

Adjust Doors to U=0.2



Walls…

The Prescriptive 
Minimum for walls (for 
Climate Zone 10) is 
U=.048.   We selected 
U=0.047.  

Let’s go to the 
Advanced Screens and 
adjust there…

Change the wall 
U=0.48



Heating and Cooling…

We selected “Code 
Minimum Heat Pump” 
13.0 SEER, HSPF = 7.7

2019 Prescriptive Min. 
Is 14 SEER, HSPF = 8.2

Go to Advanced 
Screens and select 
Change SEER to 14
Change HSPF to 8.2



Let’s take a look at Hot 
Water.
Go to Advanced, select 
Water Heater.

Change Water Heater 
Type to “5” 
(Instantaneous Gas)” 

Change Energy Factor 
to 0.83

Then hit, “Recalculate”



Home Energy Rating 
The 2019 Scheme has a 
HERS Rating of 76 

Let’s create another 
scheme 
Click - Library, then 
select “Copy Scheme”

Take a deep breath.. 

Now that we have a 
baseline, we can start 
trading… 

One element at a time..

Copy Scheme 3 and 
give it a name you’ll 
remember…



Select “Basic” from menu
Select “Wall Assemblies

Click radio button next to 
“Select to Reload…”

Select “…2x6 Wood 
Studs..with R21” 
(U=0.065)



This wall performs 26% 
worse than the 
prescriptive minimum

…but we’ll use ducted 
mini splits

Click on “Basic” then 
“Heating-Cooling”



Heating and Cooling

Click on radio button 
next to “Select to 
Reload…”
Select “Best Available 
Heat Pump”
Select “Recalculate”



Home Energy Rating
Trading Insulation for 
Higher Efficiency HVAC 
improved energy 
performance

New HERS Rating is 73 
(it was 76).  This is is a 
trade that could be cost 
neutral or save money.

But what size HVAC 
system will I need?

Let’s quickly some of 
HEED’s other features

Click “Evaluate” then 
“HVAC System Sizing”



HVAC System Sizing
HEED will do a heat 
balance calculation for 
the hottest and coldest 
day.

Sensible Cooling Loads 
are 6206Btu/Hr (hottest 
peak hour)

Sensible Heating Loads 
are 2918Btu/Hr (coldest 
peak hour)



Back to the minisplits…

1. +/-70% of a system’s 
capacity will be used 
for sensible load (30% 
for latent loads - 
humidity)

2. 9,000Btu x 0.7 = 
6300Btu/Hr > 6206Btu/Hr

3. This unit could be 
managed by a 9,000Btu/
Hr system (use this info to 
talk to your mechanical 
engineer).



If I want to reduce the heat loads, where do I look?

Click on “Evaluate, then 
“Bar Chart, Hourly”



Here are the loads into the building on hottest and coldest days

White bars are cooling 
loads.

Grey bars are heating 
loads

Two areas that we might 
look at to reduce cooling 
loads

South Windows…

Roof…

Let’s take a closer look…



Click on “3D-Results”…

Select “Individual 
Component Loads” then 
South Windows / Doors



South Windows and Doors

3D Graph shows the 
annual loads, month by 
month using average 
hourly data. 

A Saddle shaped graph 
is good for south facing 
windows

Loads are higher in the 
winter, lower in the 
summer. South windows 
peaks at 2.39kBtu/hr

Let’s try to improve the 
south window by adding 
an overhang over the 
unshaded window



Create New Scheme

Select “Library” then 
“Copy Scheme”

Copy Scheme 4 and 
name it “4+AddOH”

(same as scheme 4, 
but we’ll add an 
overhang to the 
unshaded window)

Select “Basic” then 
“Window Design”



The 2030 
Palette has 
great 
guidance 
information.
Find the 
“Solar 
Shading” 
swatch in 
the 
“Building” 
scale.
Depth of 
shade1/4 to 
1/3 of 
window 
height for 
LA



Window, Door, and Sunshades
Add a 2.5’ 
overhang over the 
unshaded 4’x5’ 
window

Select “Recalculate”

I’ve also added a 
large overhang 
over the living room 
window - over 
porch.



Home Energy Rating
Slight change in 
HERS Score and 
EUI.  
Next, one at time, 
let’s add some 
improvements.

To save time, I’m 
going to show 
changes without 
results…



Scheme 6 - Add 
R38 Roof Insulation 
(use Advanced / 
Surface Area): U = 
0.024



Scheme 7 - Add a 
cool roof 
(Advanced - 
Envelope):  SRI = 
0.63



Home Energy Rating

HERS Score has 
dropped slightly 
with each move.

Let’s go all 
electric…
This is an area of 
focus, especially as 
we look towards the 
2022 Energy Code.  

Select “Library” 
then “Copy 
Scheme”.  
Call the new 
scheme “7+HPWH-
All Electric”



Water Heater

From the Advanced 
Screen, navigate to 
“Water Heater”

For Water Heater 
Type select “7”

For Energy Factor 
(EF), use 3.5 
(Rheem Prestige 
Series)



Appliances (all electric)

HEED defaults to 
gas range and a 
gas dryer.  From 
the “Basic” menu, 
select “Appliances 
and Plug Loads”.

Enter a negative 
value for each 
appliance to zero 
out the natural gas

Add values for 
cooking and clothes 
dryers (if you have 
one), in kWh



Home Energy Rating
Going all electric 
has reduced HERS 
Score further
Now, let’s add 
renewables…
Select Library, then 
“Copy Scheme”.
Copy Scheme 8 
and call it “8+PV”



PV Now a Prescriptive Minimum for 2019 Energy Code - How much PV is needed?

You can perform 
this calculation on 
any residential 
project at the start 
of the project…

You’ll need to 
design your roof to 
accommodate PV..

This is a single, 
572SF apartment in  
Climate Zone 9

(572SFx0.631)/
1000 + (1x1.36) = 
1.72kW DC



HEED - Solar Systems

Go to “Basic” then 
“Solar Systems”…

Let’s add a 2kW 
(AC) PV System…

Hit “Recalculate”…



Home Energy Rating

Our HERS Score is 
now approaching 
Zero

We could refine the 
PV on the 
Advanced Screens 
to get to HERS 
Zero

Note that our EUI is 
3kBTU



Visualization

HEED allows for 
the placement of 
the PV panels, just 
like windows.

The slope of the 
panels can be 
controlled on the 
Advanced screen

It might be easier to 
lay them flat



Advanced - PV 
Power Design

Change the Panel 
Tilt to “0”



Laying Panels flat, 
decreases 
shading, allows for 
a “max-fit” 
approach to roof 
design.



Remember this?   

6 kBtu/SF - 80% Reduction

For Residential, the Zero Tool uses 2006 CBECCs

We hit our target!



Energy Costs

Saving energy, also 
means saving 
money.   

Hovering over each 
scheme will give 
you the energy 
costs.  We ended 
up with utility costs 
less than $80/year   

Click on the pull 
down menu and 
select CO2/SF - 
we’re moving 
towards Zero 
Carbon!  



HEED - Other Things you can do…

Window Shading 
Optimization (for 
passive heating) 

Passive Cooling 
(night flushing + 
thermal mass) 
analysis - 12 day 
studies

ZNE Analysis - 
anywhere (not just 
California)…

Find 12 day 
analysis on the 
Advanced Screens 
under “Climate and 
Start Date”



Small Commercial…?

SBEED is the twin 
to HEED, but it’s 
used for small 
commercial 
buildings

Size of building 
limited to what you 
can view and what 
fits on screen.   

The building I 
created at right has 
10 stories and 
78,000SF   



Compliance Energy 
Analysis 

1. This Energy Pro

2.  Recent  
     project, similarly  
     sized units, similar 
     HVAC and DHW  
     systems…

3.  Change climate  
     zone, change your  
     utilities…

4….Calculate



Results…Two steps 

1. What does your 
report say?

2.  What does it mean?…

3.  How do you use  
     this info?…

4.  How do you share  
     this info?…

5.  Do you share this   
  info?…



Conceptual Energy 
Analysis - Phase II 
1. There are tools are 

available that can 
create 3-D Models

2. These would need 
to be imported into 
a compliance 
modeler.

3.  If you can, use  
     a 3-D modeling  
     tool (like Sketchup  
     + GModeler (export 
     to Energy Pro as  
     gbxml file)

GModeler is quirky.  Not 
my first choice



This is IESVE…

There is a steeper 
learning curve with 
IESVE, but it has some 
really nice capabilities 
that inform design

A tool that allows for 
more complex energy 
analysis…

I do shoe box analysis 
within IESVE, which is 
robust to run hundreds 
of HEED like simulations 
at the same time.
Our process at National 
CORE looks like this…



Using IESVE
Create building 
geometries from .dxf 
files (from architect)
Assign constructions, 
thermal templates, and 
create zone groups…
Identify mechanical 
systems for the project 
(DX mini splits)

Run HVAC loads 
calculations
Run conceptual T24 
energy model (Energy 
Pro, CBECC-Comm, 
CBECC-Res, and coming 
soon in IESVE)



Negotiate HVAC system 
sizing with mechanical 
engineer

Run Manual J,S, D for 
LEED-Homes (or 
ASHRAE equivalent)
Run T24 energy model - 
confirm compliance

Identify areas for load 
reduction (leverage 
passive strategies).

Confirm architect has 
finalized glazing sizes - 
refine model as needed.

Coordinate Max-Fit PV 
design and evaluate 
operational economics



The Dropping Cost of PV

1.  These are real savings
2.  We see this playing out 

on every project.

3.  Affordable housing developers 
must 

     take advantage of this (there is too  
     much at stake not to)

Energy Efficiency + Renewables – Why is this important now?

4.  National CORE is way way ahead 
of the curve on this



San Ysidro Senior VillageNew Construction – What ZNE Looks like - 



Day Creek VillasNew Construction – What ZNE Looks 
like - 



Day Creek VillasNew Construction – What ZNE Looks 
like - 



Utility Energy vs. Solar PV Energy



Add robust PV – New Electricity Budget



If you remember one slide, remember this one

San Village – 
51 Units – 

Housing for 
the formerly 
homeless – 
project is 

master 
metered

$2M of 
operational 
savings in 
30 years

What does $47,000 in annual utility savings look like over time?



AIA-DDx:  Measure, Cut, Report (are we hitting goals)?



AIA-DDx:  Measure, Cut, Report (measuring our results)



Vista Verde - All-Electric - ZNE



AIA-DDx:  Measure, Cut, Report (measuring our results)

The Future is “all-electric”



What can you do with this savings?   We build Hope



 
Don’t be afraid… 
Get started… 
Get engaged… 
ZNE is here today… 

Questions? 

tkohut@nationalcore.org 

mailto:tkohut@nationalcore.org
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